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Abstract: The forest gardening, by the information contained, can 
constitute a connection bridge between the different economical activities 
that can develop especially in the rural medium. Identifying and 
emphasizing all the forest fond resources the forest gardening opens new 
ways for the decision factors to establish in a scientific manner each local 
community opportunities to develop the rural medium.    
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INTRODUCTION 
Forest gardening, indifferent which region they are elaborated for, 

are very rich in information regarding the rural space they are drew up for. 
This information regards the juridical situation, the localization in space of 
the arranged objective, the abiotic and biotic factors and the antropic factors 
activity. The forest gardening contains information collected from the court 
about all the ecosystems comprised in the studied territory, at biotope and 
biocenosys level. It also contains information resulted from data processing 
on the basis of decisions are made in the ecosystem units.  
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It can be easily remarked that forest gardening can constitute 
objectives and promote viable solutions only if they are elaborated based on 
concrete information collected from the territory which of the forest fond 
the study has to be done is situated. This is the reason why the first chapter 
localizes definitely in the space the studied territory stating the following: 
the forest fond studied surface, the address, the neighboring, the big relief 
units framing, geographical framing, basinetes and/or the bodies included in 
the studied objective.  

 

MATERIAL, METHOD AND RESULTS 

Starting of the information from the forest gardening, that were 
reported by the Statistic National Institute, indicators regarding forest fond 
surfaces distribution in the development regions (table 1), the harvested 
timber mass allotted on development regions at year 2003 level (table 2 and 
fig 1) and different indicators that can define forest resources particularities 
in counties, development regions and at the country level respectively could 
be calculated (tables 3.1 to 4).  

Table 1  

Indicators regarding the distribution of the forest fund on the  

development regions 

Nr. 
crt. 

Geographical 
region  

Counties 
Population – 

thousand 
inhabitants 

Surface FF per 
regions in 2003 
(thousand ha) 

I= 5/4 
ha/loc 

Ip 
% 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 
 

North-East 
-NE 

Bacău, Botoşani, 
laşi, Neamţ, 

Suceava, Vaslui 

3785 
 

1188 0,313 18,6 

2 
 

South-East -SE 
 

Brăila, Buzău, 
Constanţa, Galaţi, 
Tulcea, Vrancea 

2943 
 

542 0.184 8,5 

3 
 

South -S 
 

Argeş, Călăraşi, 
Dâmboviţa, Giurgiu, 
Ialomiţa, Prahova, 

Teleorman 

3496 
 

656 0,188 10,3 

4 
 

South -West -
SV 

Dolj, Gorj, Olt, 
Mehedinţi, Vâlcea 

2420 
 

802 0,33 12,6 
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5 
 

West -V 
 

Arad, Caraş-Severin, 
Hunedoara, Timiş 

2074 
 

1003 0,484 15,8 

6 
 

North-West -
NV 

 

Bihor, Cluj, Bistriţa-
Năsăud, Maramureş, 

Satu Mare, Sălaj 

2862 
 

966 0,338 15,2 

7 
 

Center -C 
 

Alba, Braşov, 
Covasna, Harghita, 

Mureş, Sibiu 

2661 
 

1184 0,445 18,6 

8 Bucureşti 
Ilfov, municipiul 

Bucureşti 
2305 27 0.011 0,4 

Total România 42 counties 22546 6368 0,282 100 

Surce: Romanian Statistic Yearbook 
 

 
Table 2  

Harvested timber mass divided on development regions in 2003 
(thousand m3) 

Geographical 
region 

1 
North-
East 
 

2 
South-
East 

3 
South -
Muntenia 

4 
South -
West 
Oltenia 

5 
West - 
Banat 

6 
North-
West 

7 
Center 

8 
Bucureşti 
-Ilfov 

Total 

Timber mass  5547 1080 1529 1235 1902 1953 3353 93 16692 

Source: National Statistic Institute – 2004       
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Fig. 1 Timber mass distribution on development regions 
Researches performed in order to identify the information from the 

forest gardening, useful for the rural space economy, were done especially 
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on the western region of the country in the counties Timiş, Arad, Hunedoara 
şi Caraş – Severin. 

ARAD COUNTY 
Table 3.1 

Name UM 2001 2002 2003 2004 

Forest fond surface-TOTAL Thousand  HA 203.5 204.0 201.7 201.7 

Forests surface Thousand  HA 200.0 199.9 196.9 197.2 
Resinous species Thousand  HA 15.2 15.2 13.8 15.0 

Deciduous Thousand  HA 184.9 184.8 183.2 182.2 

Afforestations surface HA 134 342 494 498 
TIMBER MASS VOLUME Thousand  m3 440.7 528.3 446.1 533.9 
- Resinous  Thousand  m3 10.1 11.5 9.1 19.6 
- Beech Thousand  m3 139.9 144.9 128.8 170.1 
- Oak tree Thousand  m3 137.4 180.4 147.2 166.3 
- Divers hardwood species Thousand  m3 108.4 143.8 120.3 133.9 
- Divers softwood species Thousand  m3 44.9 47.7 40.7 44.0 

Source: National Statistic Institute – 2004       
 

Region V-West disposed in 2003 of a forest fond total surface of 
about 1003 thousand ha (table 1) that assure a very important resource of 
timber mass toting up (table 2), a raw volume of timber mass of about 1902 
thousand m3. This timber, by its value, ensures a substantial incoming for 
the inhabitants from this region.  

Identifying exactly these timber mass resources and other forest fond 
produces and services can lead to a increasing in the rural development and 
the developing of important economical activities related with the forest 
fond. In the tables 3.1-4 the Western counties forest fond particularities are 
emphasized for the period between the years 2001-2004.  
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CARAŞ – SEVERIN COUNTY 

        Table 3.2  
Name UM 2001 2002 

 

2003 

 

2004 

 

Forest fond surface-TOTAL Thousand  HA 389,1 389,1 388,8 388,9 

Forests surface Thousand  HA 382,7 382,6 382,2 382,0 
Resinous species Thousand  HA 50,4 53,1 54,2 52,4 

Deciduous Thousand  HA 332,2 329,5 328,0 329,6 

Afforestations surface HA 202 257 215 342 
TIMBER MASS VOLUME Thousand  m3 501,5 687,5 742,8 811,9 
- Resinous  Thousand  m3 49,1 59,7 48,1 84,5 
- Beech Thousand  m3 336,3 456,2 507,0 537,1 
- Oak tree Thousand  m3 31,8 53,2 60,0 58,8 
- Divers hardwood species Thousand  m3 46,0 61,4 65,8 72,2 
- Divers softwood species Thousand  m3 38,3 57,0 61,9 59,3 

Source: National Statistic Institute – 2004       

HUNEDOARA COUNTY 

     Table 3.3  

Name UM 2001 2002 2003 2004 
Forest fond surface-TOTAL Thousand  HA 309.1 309.6 309.6 309.8 

Forests surface Thousand  HA 303.8 304.1 304.2 304.4 
Resinous species Thousand  HA 81.0 81.2 81.5 81.7 
Deciduous Thousand  HA 222.8 223.0 222.7 222.7 
Afforestation surface HA 199 193 247 314 
TIMBER MASS VOLUME Thousand  m3 431.0 471.8 464.5 516.5 
- Resinous  Thousand  m3 124.0 152.2 126.2 151.8 
- Beech Thousand  m3 263.0 250.4 264.9 272.6 
- Oak tree Thousand  m3 15.0 19.0 24.6 28.4 
- Divers hardwood species Thousand  m3 26.0 43.5 43.2 57.4 
- Divers softwood species Thousand  m3 3.0 6.7 5.6 6.3 

Source: National Statistic Institute – 2004       
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TIMIŞ COUNTY 

Table 3.4 
 UM 2001 2002 2003 2004 

Forest fond surface-TOTAL Thousand  HA 101,8 101,5 102,8 102,7 

Forests surface Thousand  HA 99,9 99,5 100,8 100,7 
Resinous species Thousand  HA 5,,7 5,2 5,2 5,2 
Deciduous Thousand  HA 94,2 94,3 95,6 95,4 
Afforestation surface HA 136,0 360,0 200,0 160 
TIMBER MASS VOLUME Thousand  m3 283,3 317,5 248,5 295,8 
- Resinous  Thousand  m3 17,1 20,8 10,5 11,8 
- Beech Thousand  m3 84,9 90,6 65,6 94,8 
- Oak tree Thousand  m3 102,4 111,7 103,9 109,9 
- Divers hardwood species Thousand  m3 57,8 69,0 53,8 65,3 
- Divers softwood species Thousand  m3 21,1 25,4 14,7 14,0 

            Source: National Statistic Institute – 2004       
The Romanian Western rural space specific nature is given by the 

biotope (environment) and the biocenosys status (living beings including 
the humans that are populating this space) and is much closed of the 
natural state unaffected of the antropic activities. Unlike the urban space, 
the Romanian Western rural space is characterized by low changing in 
the environmental medium due to the antropic effect.   

The forest ecosystems are dominating the rural region in counties 
Caras-Severin, Arad and Hunedoara and less present in the Timis County. 
This is a good reason to study more thoroughly their impact on the 
human life.  

The forest gardening, developed in the forest circuits from the 
forest directions of Timis, Arad, Resita and Deva, are the most posted 
works and contains complex information about the forest ecosystems of 
the Western Region.  

Rural developing plans must take into account of the specific 
resources that exist at the local level emphasized in the forest gardening, 
as follows: 

1. the volume of the possible timber mass harvested annually 
from each county in the region forest fond; 
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2. the possible timber mass quality per species and 
assortments that is specific o each county of the region distinguished in 
forest gardening; 

3. the surfaces that have to be annually wainscoted with the 
afferent working needed, specific for each county of the region 
distinguished in forest gardening; 

4. the surfaces that have to be covered, with rammel carrying 
works (relieves, purifying, space out) with the afferent working needed, 
at the county and at the region level; 

5. the surfaces that will be covered with exploitation works 
and their localization in the territory with the afferent working needed, 
specific for each county of the region; 

6. the forest ways existent that have to be mended with the 
afferent working needed, at the county and at the region level; 

7. the fruits quantity that can be annually harvested at the 
county and at the region level; 

8. the medicinal plants quantity that can be annually 
harvested at the county and at the region level; 

9. the eatable mushrooms quantity that can be annually 
harvested at the county and at the region level; 

10. the fallow deer species that can be found on the territory of 
the forest gardening at the county and at the region level; 

11. the piscicultural resources (where they are) at the county 
and at the region level; 

12. the melliferous resources at the county and at the region 
level. 

Any of this information can be the base of a busyness plan 
development that could lead to the rural sustainable development. 

Analyzing the data of the forest gardening objective plans can be 
done taking into account the resources that the forest fond can offer to the 
different economical sectors as: forest exploitation, timber processing, 
wainscots works, forest ways and buildings for the specialty personal 
construction, woody fruits, mushrooms and acquisition and storing, forest 
fruits processing and conservation, apiculture, rock exploitation (quarry), 
land improvement works (torrents correction, degraded fields improvement, 
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etc), ecological reconstruction works, artisan industry, pharmaceutical 
industry, exporting activities, nurseries, sportive fishing and piscicultural 
activities, hunting, hunting tourism, forest-tourism, etc.     

The number of activities that could be done starting from the 
resources offered by the forest fond is much higher; due to the fact that each 
of the activities aforementioned once developed it can attract other 
interfacing activities development.   

        
CONCLUSIONS 

The forest gardening, by the information contained, can constitute a 
connection bridge between the different economical activities that can 
develop especially in the rural medium. Starting from the information 
referring to the timber mass quantity and quality that can be annually 
harvested a business plan for forest exploitation; primer timber processing 
and woody products export can be done.    

These activities suppose implicit forest ways development in order to 
access timber mass and later forest exploitations. The forest exploitations 
are followed by seeding fields care works and wainscots.  

Based on the information contained by the forest gardening all these 
activities can be planned and optimized such as they can by carried on with 
maximum of efficiency and in optimal timing.  

Applying the forest gardening stipulations, the forest fond is 
conducted in forest regime, respecting the international stipulations 
regarding the environment protection. The local communions can benefit of 
the economical and ecological advantages brought by these stipulations. 
Identifying and emphasizing all the forest fond resources the forest 
gardening opens new ways for the decision factors to establish in a scientific 
manner each local community opportunities to develop the rural medium.    
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